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In order to achieve 5 trillion economy,300 MT tonnes of coal will be required by 2025 . 

Currently India is producing 675 MT of coal. However to achieve this high growth path the 

sector has to  overcome some of the challenges, MrBrijBhushan Agarwal, Chairman-ICC 

National Expert Commmittee on Minerals & Metals said in the 11th India Coal Summit 

organized by Indian Chamber of Commerce. There is a huge land availability shortages. 

Therefore some policy to be adopted in consultation with state government so that all the 

projects are completed in timely manner. 

There is lack of proper infrastructure like lack of railway network, evacuation facility is much 

below the average. The coal imported at port head suffer due to transportation facility as the 

distance is far from  the mining area where these coal have to be transported. 

World class standard has to be ensured in terms of technology so that the sector has 

prospect in the world. The prospect of underground mining with better technology needs to 

consider on an urgent basis.Some strict regulation should be there to mandate a certain 

percentage from every organization fund dedicated for the underground mining. 

Lastly MrBrijBhushan Agarwal said inorder to address  deficitfinancing, import bill must be 

reduced drastically . 

MrNiladriBhattacharjee, Partner, KPMG said that import of coal is 235 MT out of which 100 

MT of thermal grade travel to hinterland. India also could have produced sufficient coal 

however, not able to cope up with the challenges. Current coal demand likely to increase to 

1250 MT by 2024 and demand range between 1500 MT to 1900 MT by 2030 as per KPMG 

projection.Some of the challenges he mentioned about the coal block auction are limited 

opportunity to operationalize the coal block , competitive coal blocks are not the mega blocks 

that the offered blocks have allied challenges to get operational so according to Niladri 



auction is not the only transparent mean of allocation. Alternatively , there may be lottery of 

the blocks . 

DrMukesh Kumar said that government of India identified 14 blocks for underground mining 

and once this get operational there will not be requirement of mining contractor. 

Mr Anil Razdan, Former power secretary, Government of India said that coal has diverse uses 

and we need to analyse the diverse uses of coal.Underground mining is very necessary and 

open mining should be discouraged.Land acquisition is an issue that need to be 

addressed.MrRazdan said that coal is overburdened with taxes as the effective tax rate for 

new mining is 45.5% and old mining is 65%. The tax burden as percentage of prices in 2016 

was 35.42% which is highest in the world.Cess of INR 400 per tonneis charged on coal and 

against this MrRazdan  raised a question that why  the cess money is  still not used in making 

cleaner environment. 

 

 


